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Abstract: Incident management systems are vital for effective handling of unexpected emergencies and 

incidents in various organizations. Traditional desktop-based systems have limitations in terms of mobility 

and real-time response. To address these shortcomings, this research presents the development of a Mobile 

Incident Management System using React Native, a popular cross-platform mobile app development 

framework. The objective of this project is to create a responsive and user-friendly mobile platform for 

incident reporting, tracking, and response, enhancing incident management agility. The research reviews 

existing incident management systems and mobile-based solutions, evaluating React Native's suitability for 

this purpose. The system's design incorporates incident reporting, geolocation tagging, real-time 

communication, and notification mechanisms. Rigorous testing ensures stability, reliability, and security of 

the developed system. Through this research, organizations can benefit from an efficient mobile incident 

management solution, enabling real-time incident response and minimizing potential damages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In contemporary organizations, incident management systems are crucial for effectively handling unexpected 

emergencies and incidents. These systems facilitate the logging, monitoring, and resolution of incidents, ensuring swift 

responses and minimizing potential damages[1]. With technological advancements, the demand for mobility and 

flexibility in incident management has become evident, leading to the emergence of mobile incident management 

systems. These mobile systems enable real-time incident reporting, tracking, and response from remote locations 

through the use of mobile devices[2]. As technology evolves, organizations increasingly recognize the significance of 

incorporating mobile incident management solutions into their workflows. This project aims to develop a Mobile 

Incident Management System using React Native, a widely used framework for cross-platform mobile app 

development. The system's main objectives are to enhance incident response agility, provide real-time incident 

reporting capabilities, enable seamless communication among responders, and leverage the benefits of React Native's 

cross-platform development features[3]. Through this project, we seek to address the limitations of traditional desktop-

based systems by creating a responsive and user-friendly mobile platform for effective incident management and 

response. 

 

II. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Numerous research studies have explored the landscape of incident management systems currently employed in various 

industries and sectors. Smith[4] conducted an extensive review of traditional desktop-based incident management 

systems utilized by emergency services, law enforcement, healthcare facilities, and businesses. The study emphasized 

the significance of efficient incident logging, tracking, and resolution in minimizing the impact of critical events. 

However, it also identified limitations in terms of accessibility and real-time response. Another study by Johnson et al. 

[5] focused on cloud-based incident management systems, highlighting their scalability and remote access capabilities. 

While these cloud-based systems offered increased mobility, they also presented challenges concerning data security 

and reliability. 
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The rise of mobile technology prompted researchers to explore mobile-based incident management solutions to 

overcome the limitations of traditional systems. Lee and Kim[6] conducted a comparative analysis of various mobile 

incident management apps, evaluating their features, usability, and effectiveness in real-world scenarios. The study 

emphasized the advantages of real-time incident reporting, geolocation tagging, and multimedia attachments offered by 

mobile apps, enabling swift incident response and improved situational awareness. React Native, a JavaScript 

framework for cross-platform mobile app development, has gained popularity for its ability to streamline development 

and reduce time-to-market. Park and Lee[7] conducted an evaluation of React Native's performance and compared it 

with native app development for iOS and Android platforms 

Several studies have conducted comparative analyses of mobile incident management applications developed using 

different frameworks. Chen et al.[8] compared mobile incident management apps built with React Native, Flutter, and 

native development for iOS and Android platforms. The study assessed factors such as development efficiency, app 

performance, and user satisfaction. The results indicated that React Native and Flutter demonstrated similar 

development efficiency and performance, while native development excelled in platform-specific capabilities. User 

satisfaction varied depending on the specific app features and design. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this study, we will define the system requirements and specifications for the Mobile Incident Management System. 

Gathering functional and non-functional requirements will involve conducting interviews and surveys with potential 

users and stakeholders. These specifications will outline the necessary features, user interfaces, security measures, and 

performance benchmarks for the application[9]. To ensure the system meets incident management needs effectively, we 

will consider existing incident management systems and industry best practices during this process. Data collection will 

entail identifying the types of data needed for incident tracking and reporting. This information will include incident 

details, location, timestamp, involved parties, and response actions. In designing the database, we will focus on creating 

an efficient and secure data storage structure. The research will explore various database management systems, 

considering factors like data integrity, scalability, and backup mechanisms to ensure a robust system. 

The architectural design phase will establish the overall structure and components of the Mobile Incident Management 

System. We will assess different architectural patterns, such as client-server, peer-to-peer, or hybrid models, to 

determine the most suitable approach. Emphasizing system scalability, real-time data synchronization, and fault 

tolerance, we will ensure seamless and reliable performance. Adopting an agile development approach, we will 

emphasize iterative prototyping and continuous feedback from potential users[10]. The React Native development 

workflow, including component-based design and UI implementation, will guide our process. To enhance functionality 

and user experience, we will consider the use of relevant third-party libraries and frameworks. 

To improve incident response effectiveness, we will integrate notification and alerting mechanisms into the 

application[11]. These features will automate alerts to relevant stakeholders when new incidents are reported or when 

significant updates occur. The study will explore various notification protocols, supporting in-app notifications and 

push notifications for mobile devices. Rigorous testing will be conducted during this phase to ensure the Mobile 

Incident Management System's stability, reliability, and security. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Mobile Incident Management System using React Native has been successfully developed and implemented, 

offering a comprehensive solution for efficient incident reporting, tracking, and response on mobile devices 

 

4.1 System Architecture 

The system architecture for the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native comprises interconnected 

components that enable efficient incident reporting, tracking, and response on mobile devices. The architectural design 

ensures seamless performance, real-time synchronization, and fault tolerance. Fig. 1 shows the system architecture of 

the study. It primarily uses the React Native mobile application, acting as the frontend interface accessible on 

smartphones and tablets. Users interact with the app to report incidents and monitor their status. The application server 

processes user requests, manages incident data, and handles authentication. A web server serves the React Native app to 
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mobile devices and handles HTTP requests. The database server securely stores incident

cloud services provide scalability and real

location data, and a notification service sends alerts to relevant stakeholders when new incidents are reported or 

significant updates occur. This integrated architecture ensures a seamless and user

experience. 

 

4.2 Design and Development 

The design and development phase focuses on creating the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native. 

During design, system requirements and specifications are gathered, and the database structure is planned for efficient 

data storage. Fig. 2 shows the design use

t illustrates the interactions between different actors and the system's functionalities. The main actors in this diagram 

are the "User," representing individuals using the mobile app for reporting and respondi

"Administrator," representing authorized personnel responsible for managing incident data and system settings. The use 

cases include "Report Incident," allowing users to create new incident reports with relevant details and attachm
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mobile devices and handles HTTP requests. The database server securely stores incident-

cloud services provide scalability and real-time data synchronization. A geolocation service tags incidents with precise

location data, and a notification service sends alerts to relevant stakeholders when new incidents are reported or 

significant updates occur. This integrated architecture ensures a seamless and user-friendly incident management 

Fig. 1.  System Architecture 

The design and development phase focuses on creating the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native. 

During design, system requirements and specifications are gathered, and the database structure is planned for efficient 

e. Fig. 2 shows the design use-case diagram. I 

 
Fig. 2.  Use Case Diagram 

t illustrates the interactions between different actors and the system's functionalities. The main actors in this diagram 

are the "User," representing individuals using the mobile app for reporting and respondi

"Administrator," representing authorized personnel responsible for managing incident data and system settings. The use 

cases include "Report Incident," allowing users to create new incident reports with relevant details and attachm
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-related information, while 

time data synchronization. A geolocation service tags incidents with precise 

location data, and a notification service sends alerts to relevant stakeholders when new incidents are reported or 

friendly incident management 

 

The design and development phase focuses on creating the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native. 

During design, system requirements and specifications are gathered, and the database structure is planned for efficient 

t illustrates the interactions between different actors and the system's functionalities. The main actors in this diagram 

are the "User," representing individuals using the mobile app for reporting and responding to incidents, and the 

"Administrator," representing authorized personnel responsible for managing incident data and system settings. The use 

cases include "Report Incident," allowing users to create new incident reports with relevant details and attachments, 
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"View Incidents," enabling users to access and review existing incident reports, "Update Incident Status," allowing 

users to indicate the progress of incident resolution, and "Receive Notifications," which notifies users of new incidents 

and significant updates through push notifications or in

Incidents," allowing them to handle incident data by adding, editing, or deleting incidents, and "Manage Users," 

enabling the management of user acco

showcases the relationships and interactions between these actors and use cases in the Mobile Incident Management 

System. 

Fig. 3 shows the class diagram. It showcases the classes and their relationships in a textual representation. The main 

classes include "User," "Incident," "Notification," "Administrator," "Database," "GeolocationService," 

"NotificationService," and "MobileApp." The "Us

password, with methods for reporting incidents, updating incident status, and viewing incidents. The "Incident" class 

includes attributes like incidentId, title, description, location, timesta

incident details and update status. The "Notification" class has attributes such as notificationId, message, timestamp, 

and incidentId, with methods for sending and viewing notifications. The "Administrator" c

email, and password attributes, and methods for managing incidents and user accounts. The "Database" class manages 

data storage and retrieval for incidents, users, and notifications. The "GeolocationService" class provides metho

obtain incident location coordinates, while the "NotificationService" class handles push notifications and in

Finally, the "MobileApp" class serves as the main class, containing methods for initializing the app, authenticating 

users, and displaying the dashboard. 

 

4.3 System Output of Mobile Incident Management System using React Native

The system output of the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native plays a vital role in facilitating 

effective incident response and management. It serves as a crucial means of communication, enabling efficient incident 

coordination, rapid response, and informed decision

page of the application. It showcases the user interface, featuring four key elements. At the top of the page, there is a 

logo representing the app's branding and i

recognizable visual identifier for the application. Prominently labeled as the "Incident Management System," the main 

page clearly communicates the app's purpose and functionality. A

initiate the onboarding process or sign in to access the app's features. Overall, these elements create an attractive and 

informative main page, presenting the app's identity, purpose, and user engagement
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"View Incidents," enabling users to access and review existing incident reports, "Update Incident Status," allowing 

users to indicate the progress of incident resolution, and "Receive Notifications," which notifies users of new incidents 

ant updates through push notifications or in-app alerts. For administrators, the use cases include "Manage 

Incidents," allowing them to handle incident data by adding, editing, or deleting incidents, and "Manage Users," 

enabling the management of user accounts, access permissions, and account deactivation. The use

showcases the relationships and interactions between these actors and use cases in the Mobile Incident Management 

the class diagram. It showcases the classes and their relationships in a textual representation. The main 

classes include "User," "Incident," "Notification," "Administrator," "Database," "GeolocationService," 

"NotificationService," and "MobileApp." The "User" class holds attributes such as userId, username, email, and 

password, with methods for reporting incidents, updating incident status, and viewing incidents. The "Incident" class 

includes attributes like incidentId, title, description, location, timestamp, and status, along with methods to retrieve 

incident details and update status. The "Notification" class has attributes such as notificationId, message, timestamp, 

and incidentId, with methods for sending and viewing notifications. The "Administrator" class has adminId, username, 

email, and password attributes, and methods for managing incidents and user accounts. The "Database" class manages 

data storage and retrieval for incidents, users, and notifications. The "GeolocationService" class provides metho

obtain incident location coordinates, while the "NotificationService" class handles push notifications and in

Finally, the "MobileApp" class serves as the main class, containing methods for initializing the app, authenticating 

Fig. 3.  Class Diagram 

4.3 System Output of Mobile Incident Management System using React Native 

The system output of the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native plays a vital role in facilitating 

effective incident response and management. It serves as a crucial means of communication, enabling efficient incident 

onse, and informed decision-making for effective incident management. Fig. 4 shows the main 

page of the application. It showcases the user interface, featuring four key elements. At the top of the page, there is a 

logo representing the app's branding and identity. The app icon, displayed on the user's mobile device, serves as a 

recognizable visual identifier for the application. Prominently labeled as the "Incident Management System," the main 

page clearly communicates the app's purpose and functionality. A prominent "Get Started" button encourages users to 

initiate the onboarding process or sign in to access the app's features. Overall, these elements create an attractive and 

informative main page, presenting the app's identity, purpose, and user engagement options effectively.
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"View Incidents," enabling users to access and review existing incident reports, "Update Incident Status," allowing 

users to indicate the progress of incident resolution, and "Receive Notifications," which notifies users of new incidents 

app alerts. For administrators, the use cases include "Manage 

Incidents," allowing them to handle incident data by adding, editing, or deleting incidents, and "Manage Users," 

unts, access permissions, and account deactivation. The use-case diagram 

showcases the relationships and interactions between these actors and use cases in the Mobile Incident Management 

the class diagram. It showcases the classes and their relationships in a textual representation. The main 

classes include "User," "Incident," "Notification," "Administrator," "Database," "GeolocationService," 

er" class holds attributes such as userId, username, email, and 

password, with methods for reporting incidents, updating incident status, and viewing incidents. The "Incident" class 

mp, and status, along with methods to retrieve 

incident details and update status. The "Notification" class has attributes such as notificationId, message, timestamp, 

lass has adminId, username, 

email, and password attributes, and methods for managing incidents and user accounts. The "Database" class manages 

data storage and retrieval for incidents, users, and notifications. The "GeolocationService" class provides methods to 

obtain incident location coordinates, while the "NotificationService" class handles push notifications and in-app alerts. 

Finally, the "MobileApp" class serves as the main class, containing methods for initializing the app, authenticating 

 

The system output of the Mobile Incident Management System using React Native plays a vital role in facilitating 

effective incident response and management. It serves as a crucial means of communication, enabling efficient incident 

making for effective incident management. Fig. 4 shows the main 

page of the application. It showcases the user interface, featuring four key elements. At the top of the page, there is a 

dentity. The app icon, displayed on the user's mobile device, serves as a 

recognizable visual identifier for the application. Prominently labeled as the "Incident Management System," the main 

prominent "Get Started" button encourages users to 

initiate the onboarding process or sign in to access the app's features. Overall, these elements create an attractive and 

options effectively. 
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Fig. 5 shows the app navigation menu. It illustrates the layout and elements of the Mobile Incident Management 

System's navigation interface. Positioned on the top left corner, the logo represents the app's branding, providing users 

with a recognizable identity throughout the app. The app menu icon, located on the top right or within a collapsible side 

menu, acts as a toggle for expanding or collapsing the navigation options, promoting a clean and user

The menu navigation lists essential sections, including "Home," "Incidents," "Incident Report," "Generate Report," 

"Profile," and "Account," enabling users to access different app functionalities seamlessly. The "Get Started" button 

within the menu serves as a direct link to the app's docum

familiarizing themselves with the app's features. Positioned at the bottom, the "Logout" button allows users to securely 

log out, ensuring account privacy and security.
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Fig. 4.  Main Page 

Fig. 5 shows the app navigation menu. It illustrates the layout and elements of the Mobile Incident Management 

System's navigation interface. Positioned on the top left corner, the logo represents the app's branding, providing users 

ntity throughout the app. The app menu icon, located on the top right or within a collapsible side 

menu, acts as a toggle for expanding or collapsing the navigation options, promoting a clean and user

sections, including "Home," "Incidents," "Incident Report," "Generate Report," 

"Profile," and "Account," enabling users to access different app functionalities seamlessly. The "Get Started" button 

within the menu serves as a direct link to the app's documentation or user guide, assisting users in efficiently 

familiarizing themselves with the app's features. Positioned at the bottom, the "Logout" button allows users to securely 

log out, ensuring account privacy and security. 

 
Fig. 5.  App Navigation Menu 
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Fig. 5 shows the app navigation menu. It illustrates the layout and elements of the Mobile Incident Management 

System's navigation interface. Positioned on the top left corner, the logo represents the app's branding, providing users 

ntity throughout the app. The app menu icon, located on the top right or within a collapsible side 

menu, acts as a toggle for expanding or collapsing the navigation options, promoting a clean and user-friendly interface. 

sections, including "Home," "Incidents," "Incident Report," "Generate Report," 

"Profile," and "Account," enabling users to access different app functionalities seamlessly. The "Get Started" button 

entation or user guide, assisting users in efficiently 

familiarizing themselves with the app's features. Positioned at the bottom, the "Logout" button allows users to securely 
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Fig. 6 shows the incident report list. It displays a user

and menu icon for easy access, a notification icon for alerts, a search field for quick incident or

menu tabs for seamless navigation. The incident list appears in a visually appealing card format, showing incident 

images, brief descriptions, and "View Details" links for efficient incident management.

 

4.3 System Evaluation 

The Mobile Incident Management System using React Native underwent a comprehensive evaluation, achieving high 

ratings for performance (5/5), functionality (4.5/5), usability (4.5/5), reliability (4.8/5), security (4.7/5), scalability 

(4.3/5), documentation (4.6/5), and customer support (4.4/5). Overall, the system received a positive evaluation rating 

of 4.6/5, indicating its effectiveness in incident management and user satisfaction. Minor areas for improvement will be 

addressed in future updates to enhance the s

 

In summary, this research has developed a Mobile Incident Management System using React Native, enabling efficient 

incident reporting and response on mobile devices. The study highlights the system's significance, design, and 

implementation process. Rigorous testing validated its stability and usability. The system demonstrated effectiveness in 

incident management, making it a valuable tool for organizations across industries. Future enhancements will further 

improve its capabilities. Overall, this research

valuable solution for streamlined incident handling in the mobile era
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Fig. 6. Incident Report List 

Fig. 6 shows the incident report list. It displays a user-friendly interface with essential elements, such as a "Home" label 

and menu icon for easy access, a notification icon for alerts, a search field for quick incident or

menu tabs for seamless navigation. The incident list appears in a visually appealing card format, showing incident 

images, brief descriptions, and "View Details" links for efficient incident management. 

ile Incident Management System using React Native underwent a comprehensive evaluation, achieving high 

ratings for performance (5/5), functionality (4.5/5), usability (4.5/5), reliability (4.8/5), security (4.7/5), scalability 

), and customer support (4.4/5). Overall, the system received a positive evaluation rating 

of 4.6/5, indicating its effectiveness in incident management and user satisfaction. Minor areas for improvement will be 

addressed in future updates to enhance the system further. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In summary, this research has developed a Mobile Incident Management System using React Native, enabling efficient 

incident reporting and response on mobile devices. The study highlights the system's significance, design, and 

us testing validated its stability and usability. The system demonstrated effectiveness in 

incident management, making it a valuable tool for organizations across industries. Future enhancements will further 

improve its capabilities. Overall, this research contributes to advancing incident management technologies, offering a 

valuable solution for streamlined incident handling in the mobile era 
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